We love being in Year 2 and we have learnt so much already!
We have found out all about our class
animals and have even written our own
non-fiction books using headings, facts
and joining words.

Look at what we have been learning!
We can use the ‘more than’
and ‘less than’ signs to show
which is the biggest number
and can explain why.

We can use adjectives to describe
different places and things and
make our writing more interesting.
We went outside in the nature
area to create pictures of our
class animal using a range of
natural materials.

We have created incredible
class animal pictures using a
range of painting techniques
and printing.

We have practiced our
skills of throwing and
catching with accuracy and
control. We have applied
our skills in a range of team
games, including benchball.

We have found out all about food chains
and can use the correct vocabulary such
as ‘producer’ and ‘consumer.’

We have learnt to
partition numbers in
different ways and can
show how they are made
up of tens and ones.

We can use a range of
instruments to create a
soundtrack to a video of
our class animal.

We have thought about what is
special to us and makes us happy.
We have shared special things
about our families and how we are
all different.

Fe Fi Fo Fum…Watch out everyone…Here I come!!
We are learning all about Jack and the Beanstalk…
We were so excited to find out about our

One morning we were shocked when

new learning. We have started to write

we discovered a massive beanstalk

super recounts about our magical day...

near our classroom door!

We saw fluffy, white
clouds so we snuck gently
through them. Our hearts
were pumping quickly
when I heard the Giant’s
loud snore!
We followed the huge, tall beanstalk but we
had to tiptoe quietly. Do you know what we
unearthed at the end of the beanstalk?

Finally we entered

Why was the Giant
feeling so cross?

the Giant’s
magnificent castle
and spotted the
golden egg,

How much water and
light do plants need?

Who are the Grimm brothers
and what was their job?

enchanted harp
and the Giant’s
colossal boots!

Are there any castles
near Torpoint?

